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Abstract. Creating believable agents with personality is a popular research area
in game studies but academic research in this area usually focuses on one facet
of personality - for example, only on moods or character traits. The present
study proposes a motivational framework to predict goal-directed behaviour of
virtual agents in a computer game and explores the opportunities of using
personality inventories based on the same motivational framework to design
virtual agents with personality. This article claims that motivation to reach a
goal is influenced by psychological needs which are represented with an
equation that determines the strength of a character’s motivational force. The
framework represented by this study takes into account psychological needs and
their interrelations for analyzing choices of virtual agents in a computer game.
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Introduction

Creating autonomous believable virtual agents is one of the primary concerns of game
industry but today’s digital entertainment industry uses different approaches to
establish virtual characters that behave the most believable way. Previous studies
indicate that virtual agents are more believable if they have their own personalities,
emotions, goals, and motivations; if they are perceptive of environmental changes; if
they keep track of their own social interactions (memories); and if they are capable of
reacting to player choices and actions throughout the game [1,2,3,4]. However, there
is still no integrated or universally accepted model of personality that can be applied
to virtual agents of a computer game. Academic research in this area usually focuses
on one facet of personality - for example, only on emotions or character traits. In this
regard, this article aims to analyze the goal-directed behaviors and personality aspects
of virtual agents by using a motivational framework that takes into account
psychological needs, emotional states, moods or feelings, general behavioral patterns
and personality traits. Assuming that goal-directed behavior is triggered by the
interaction between personal and environmental factors, the proposed motivational
variables are derived from basic human needs. The needs investigated with this
framework are psychological in nature, are not static entities but the result of both
internal and external forces, and are concerned with mental and emotional states of a
person.
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A Need Framework for Virtual Agents

It is easy to understand the appeal of life-like virtual agents, but there is a great
diversity of approaches on creating believable characters or characters with
personality. To analyze the psychology of virtual characters, Paiva et al. [5] and Prada
et al. [6] used emotional states and corresponding action tendencies; Lankoski et al.
[7] used the the physiology-sociology-psychology three-dimensional structure with
special emphasis on the protagonist of a story; Prada and Paiva [8] used the Five
Factor Model of personality by focusing on extraversion and aggreeableness
dimensions; Mosher & Magerko [9] used the Five-Factor Model of personality to
define personality templates; Tychsen et al. [10] used the Personal Attributes
Questionnaire - PAQ [11] to examine the relationship between players and characters;
Rizzo [12] analyzed believability of virtual characters from an emotional state
perspective; Ravaja et al. [13] examined emotional response patterns and sense of
presence with the help of mood states and the impulsive sensation seeking dimension
of Zuckerman-Kuhlman Personality Questionnaire - ZKPQ [14]; Kshirsagar and
Thalmann [15] and Romano and Wong [16] used the OCC Model of Emotions [17] to
represent the personality of social characters; and other researchers attempted
different combinations of emotions, personality traits, moods, beliefs, and desires
[18,19,20,21]. This article does not claim that these studies are irrelevant with the
psychology of virtual agents; however, because each one of them focuses on different
personality aspects the proposed models are not compatible with eachother.
The proposed personality model of this article is based on the needs framework of
Murray [22], which defines psychological needs by matching them with actions and
feelings, appropriate desires and effects, emotions, personality traits, actones
(motones and verbones), different forms of need activity (intravertive, subjectified,
semi-objectified, egocentric, infravertive, etc.), pathology, social forms and common
relationships with other needs such as fusions, conflicts, and subsidiations. Although
several classifications of needs exist in literature, this study regards each need as an
individual variable of personality and uses twenty-seven needs of Murray’s study:
Acquisition (nAcq), Construction (nCons), Order (nOrd), Retention (nRet),
Aggression (nAgg), Blamavoidance (nBlam), Counteraction (nCnt), Defendance
(nDfd), Deference (nDef), Dominance (nDom), Abasement (nAba), Affiliation (nAff),
Nurturance (nNur), Rejection (nRej), Succorance (nSuc), Achievement (nAch),
Autonomy (nAuto), Harmavoidance (nHarm), Infavoidance (nInf), Recognition
(nRec), Exhibition (nExh), Cognizance (nCog), Exposition (nExp), Understanding
(nUnd), Play (nPlay), Sentience (nSen), Sex (nSex).
A recent study focused on matching twenty-seven needs of this framework to
common gaming situations in computer role-playing games (CRPGs) [23]. Variables
defined by major motivational studies in literature [24,25,26] are also matched by this
study to corresponding psychological needs and/or components of goal-directed
behaviour. In an attempt to take this study one step further and to identify the
common interaction patterns between these individual needs, Bostan and Kaplancali
[27] applied the same motivational framework to another computer game, analyzed
psychological needs by defining the driving game mechanics behind them and

identified common fusions of needs in the selected computer game (nAgg & nHarm,
nRet & n Acq, nAcq & nDom, nCog & nDom). The same authors also analyzed usercreated content (mods) of a popular computer game within the same motivational
framework in terms of the needs they satisfy [28]. It is shown that, although the
restrictions imposed by the game mechanics significantly reduce the number of player
needs satisfied by a game and trap the player within the common motivational cycle
of Achievement, Aggression, Harmavoidance, and Acquisition [27], but game mods
created by users attempt to compensate for this by satisfying the needs of Sentience,
Exhibition, Recognition, Sex, Play and Affiliation [28].
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Predicting Virtual Agent Behaviour

Goal-directed behavior is made up of the interactions occurring between individuals
and their environments that triggers actions and virtual character's computational
processes are driven by their goals and preferences. There are situational and personal
factors that influence the motivation to reach a goal. This article does not aim to
identify all of the personal determinants of human behaviour and focuses only on
personal factors. It is concerned with the possibility of using motives of a virtual
agent to predict the likelihood of their behaviours. In this regard, for each gaming
situation (GS), one or more needs will be dominant, which will be referred as Primary
Needs (PN). Because some needs are in the service of others, whereas some others are
opposing it, fusions of needs will be described with Secondary Needs (SN) and
conflicting needs will be described with Opposing Needs (ON). For any gaming
situation, the strength (Mf) of the motivational force of a behavior (B) is represented
as Mf (B/GS) in Eq. 1. The strength of the motivational force is dependent on the
personal factors (PN,SN,ON) that represent the personality of a virtual agent.
Mf (B/GS)= ∑ PN + ∑ SN - ∑ ON

(1)

The variables of Eq. 1 should be better understood with a concrete gaming example
but first we need character profiles that compose of psychological needs. If rapid
prototyping techniques can be used to create virtual agents, cost and production time
reduction will be a major advantage. In this regard, although it is possible to use the
original study of Murray, there are personality inventories in literature (Personality
Research Form: PRF, Edwards Personality Preference Schedule: EPPS and Adjective
Check List: ACL) that are based on psychological needs. For example, to broaden the
scope of information about the nature of needs, Jackson’s Personality Research Form
[29] presents different correlates. Using these correlations, it is possible to build a
quick character profile according to vocations, such as architect, chemist, and
pharmacist; interpersonal behaviors, such as generosity, leadership, and objectivity;
human values, such as aesthetic, economic, and religious; personality aspects, such as
anxiety, responsibility, and innovation; vocational interests, such as medical security,
business, and sales; or character traits, such as ambition, extraversion, and trustfulness.
For example, it is possible to come up with a quick profile for a male dominant leader
(A) or a character of trustfulness (B). According to Jackson’s Personality Research

Form, virtual agent A is characterized by high Dominance and Exhibition, and and
low Sentience and Understanding. Similarly, virtual agent B is characterized by high
Abasement, Affiliation, Nurturance, and Succorance and low Aggression, Autonomy,
and Defendance. Sample profiles of these characters derived from [29] are given
blow:

nUnd

nSuc

nRec

nSen

nPlay

nOrd

nNur

nHarm

nExh

nDom

nDfd

nCog

nAuto

nAgg

nAff

nAch

nAba

Table 1. Sample Character Profiles

A -12 12 15 10 -09 19 17 51 35 -02 02 10 -05 -31 14 19 -25
B 30 -13 31 -44 -27 05 -43 -16 -09 21 31 -08 17 -06 -06 29 -14
Assume that virtual agent A is the dominant military leader who faces a hostage
situation, where a group of armed people took a number of hostages in a primary
school. Not giving in to the demands of the villainous group, he orders the squad
leader (virtual agent B) to raid the school and to eliminate any threats inside. When
virtual agent B expresses his reluctance by stating that little children may get harmed
in the way and one of the children is a friend’s son, but virtual agent A threats virtual
agent B with his career for disobedience to a direct command. In this gaming situation,
A is using “autocratic power”, a fusion of Dominance and Aggression, whereas B is
driven by his need to protect children (Nurturance), especially his friend’s son
(Affiliation), but his career (Achievement) is in danger if he disobeys the command.
For this GS, it is possible to define different primary and secondary needs for
different situations, but we assume that the primary need of A is Dominance whereas
Aggression is a secondary need and Nurturance is an opposing need. For virtual agent
B, the PN is Nurturance, the SN is Affiliation and the ON is Achievement.
Achievement is the opposing need of virtual agent B for this GS, but this character
has a negative need for achievement which means that he does not care too much
about his career. Thus, even if it is included in the equation as an ON, Achievement
will behave like a SN for this GS. The motivational forces of each virtual agent are
calculated below:
MfA (B/GS)= ∑ PN + ∑ SN - ∑ ON=51+10-2=59
MfB (B/GS)= ∑ PN + ∑ SN - ∑ ON=31+31-(-13)=75
The motivational forces of two virtual agents are opposing with each other but B’s
motivational force is stronger than A’s. Thus, it is likely that B will disobey the
command since the strength of the autocratic power employed by A is weaker than
the combined motivational force of his psychological needs. But the important
question is whether the secondary needs or the opposing needs are as important as the
primary need. If the primary need is the dominant need for a psychological situation,
the contributions of fusions and conflicts may be less influential on the total
motivational force. A solution to this problem is to define the strength of the fusion or
conflict, which will be represented with a multiplier of γ. Thus, for any gaming

situation, the strength of the motivational force (Mf) of a behavior (B) will now be
represented as Mf (B/GS) in Eq. 2.
Mf (B/GS)= ∑ PN + ∑ γSN.SN - ∑ γON.ON

(2)

Assuming that the γ values have a default value of 0.5, the motivatonal forces of the
two virtual agents for the GS in question are calculated again. Now B’s motivational
force is weaker than A’s, which indicates an inclination towards obeying the order of
virtual agent A.
MfA (B/GS)= ∑ PN + ∑ γSN.SN - ∑ γON.ON= 51+(0.5*10)-(0.5*2)=55
MfB (B/GS)= ∑ PN + ∑ γSN.SN - ∑ γON.ON=31+(0.5*31)-(0.5*-13)=53
The probability of the occurrence of a behavior can easily be calculated with the
introduction of a random variable that represents the uncertainty in human behavior.
Similar techniques can be found in table-top role playing games. For example,
developed by Wizards of the Coast (formerly TSR), Advanced Dungeons and
Dragons or AD&D is a game of imagination, as well as a game of tactics and strategy,
which has set the standard for role-playing for more than 30 years. The accumulated
knowledge of table-top role playing games has also influenced the design of popular
CRPGs which use rules or game mechanics based on their pen-and-paper equivalents.
Indeed, the majority of the most successful computer role playing games (CRPGs)
such as Baldur’s Gate series1, Neverwinter Nights series2, Planescape Torment3,
Icewind Dale series4, Knights of the Old Republic series5 and Fallout6 series, use
AD&D system or its variants. Understanding table-top role playing games and the
mechanisms behind them can be useful in enhancing the quality of virtual agents. In
this regard, these games have also drawn the attention of the researchers from the
field of computer game studies [30,31,32]. These games represent randomness with
dice rolls, for example 1d20 for a dice roll between 1 and 20. Thus, the modified
version of Eq.2 with the addition of a random variable (R) is given below:
Mf (B/GS)= R + ∑ PN + ∑ γSN.SN - ∑ γON.ON

(3)

For example, assuming that the R value will have a 1%-20% contribution to
motivational force, if virtual agent A rolls a 10 on a 1d20 roll, the probability of the
occurrence of a behavior can be calculated for virtual agent B. MfA totals up to 65,
and virtual agent B has to roll a 13 or better to oppose virtual agent B. So, there is
only a 40% chance for virtual agent B to oppose the dominant leader’s decision.
1
2

3
4
5

6

Baldur’s Gate (1998), Baldur’s Gate II: Shadows of Amn (2000), both developed by Bioware.
Neverwinter Nights (2002) developed by Bioware, Neverwinter Nights II (2006) developed
by Obsidian Entertainment.
Planescape Torment (1999) developed by Black Isle Studios.
Icewind Dale (2000), Icewind Dale II (2002), both developed by Black Isle Studios.
Knights of the Old Republic (2003) developed by Bioware, Knights of the Old Republic II:
Sith Lords (2005) developed by Obsidian Entertainment.
Fallout (1997), Fallout 2 (1998), both developed by Black Isle Studios, Fallout 3 (2008)
developed by Bethesda Game Studios.
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Conclusion

This study proposes a motivational framework for analyzing virtual agent behaviour
in computer games; defines an equation to predict the likelihood of the occurence of a
behavior in different gaming situations; and utilizes personality inventories to rapidly
design characters with personality. This article is unique in that the proposed
motivational framework does not focus on static facets of personality but takes into
account psychological needs and interactions between these needs. For each need,
using the original study of Murray [22], it is possible to make connections with
emotions, feelings, desires, general behavioral patterns, and personality traits.
Combining psychological variables/findings of other studies on psychological needs,
such as the Jackson’s Personality Research Form [29], this study provides an
extensive knowledge base for character design and rapid prototyping of virtual agents.
This article does not claim to have identified all the factors that affect human
behaviour, but it does try to address how the proposed psychological needs should
facilitate the prediction of virtual agent behaviour in computer games. The next
challenge is to integrate situational factors such as goal valence and user expectancy
into the proposed equations but the biggest challenge in developing this framework is
to relate these needs with trait models of personality in literature, such as the Big Five
Personality Traits. Relating the proposed needs with other personality aspects, such as
emotions which have drawn the attention of AI researchers [33,34], and coordinating
them with lower level sets of actions will provide a unified model of personality. The
proposed need framework provides a solid foundation for future research in computer
games by providing methods for designing virtual agents and assessing the
motivational aspects of non-player characters. If the behavioural equation and the
character profiles can be validated by future empirical studies, the framework defined
in this study should significantly improve our understanding of virtual agent
behaviour in computer games.
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